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Electric Kit Cars
All the cars shown here are construction kits
which take typically 4-8 hours to build. Assembly
is done using nuts and bolts, with no soldering,
and little or no gluing needed. Most cars’
bodyshells are transparent and are painted from
the inside which makes it very easy to get a good
finish. Instructions are in the form of a series of
exploded view diagrams.

The price shown against each car does not include the
electrical items needed to power and control it. So to complete
any of the cars you will need this package deal:
Deal 1: This includes a 2 channel radio control system, a 7.2V
3300mah ni mh battery and a peak detection mains charger.
Add £69.99 to kit price.
8 'AA' batteries (for the radio control), and possibly some glue
and paint will also be needed.

The cars on this leaflet travel at around 15-25
mph and run for about 20 minutes on a smooth
surface, less on grass.

Off road cars

These can handle surfaces like short grass, dirt, gravel or sand. The monster trucks can tackle
really rough terrain but tend to be slower in cornering and speed than the buggies.
All off road cars require Deal 1 to complete.

The Holiday Buggy is an entry level two wheel
drive buggy designed to be very easy to build. An
injection moulded pre-coloured bodyshell means
no painting is needed. It
has a lower powered motor
than normal, so it loses
some speed
but
gains
running
time.

£89.99

The Neo Scorcher features a low centre of gravity
and four oil filled dampers
for superb handling and
ride. Its four wheel drive
system gives it excellent
grip
and
traction.

£121.99

The Blitzer Beetle is a 2WD stadium truck with
good ground clearance. It features a detailed
injection
moulded
bodyshell that does not
need painting, and a
driver figure.

£144.99

The Sand Rover is an entry level two wheel drive
buggy designed to be very easy to build. Its lower
powered 380 motor loses some speed but gains
running time. The injection
moulded bodyshell can be
painted with
acrylic
or
enamel
paints.

£99.99

The Plasma Edge II features the
same 4WD chassis as the Neo
Scorcher and so has the
same performance.

£121.99
The FJ Cruiser is a scale model of a Toyota SUV.
It has 4WD, realistic oil damped beam axle
suspension and good ground clearance. It features
a detailed
clear
bodyshell
that
requires
painting.

£166.99

The Neo Fighter Buggy is a two wheel drive
buggy which features
independent suspension,
a clear bodyshell and a
powerful 540 motor.

£104.99

The Suzuki Jimnyhas a realistic polycarbonate
bodyshell, features
four wheel drive
and
independent
suspension.

£134.99
The Konghead is literally a monster truck. An
American-style truck bodyshell sits on a unique 6
wheel drive chassis
featuring
independent
suspension
on
each
wheel.

£174.99

On road cars

On road cars require a fairly smooth surface to run on, such as tarmac . The TT01 chassis cars are built to an industry
standard size are built to a standard size, so lots of different bodyshells and wheels and tyres can be fitted to them later.

MO5 and M06 Chassis
The rear wheel drive M05/6 2WD
chassis cars have similar speed to
their dearer 4WD cousins, but
slightly worse cornering grip and
traction.

£104.99
£86.99

ALL MO5 AND M06 CARS REQUIRE
DEAL 1 TO COMPLETE

£134.99

£134.99

TT02 Chassis
The TT02 chassis features an efficient
shaft driven 4WD transmission, as well
independent suspension and a low centre
of gravity. The Drift cars are dearer but
feature hard drift tyres, ballrace bearings,
oil filled shocks and a faster motor.

£104.99

£124.99

ALL TT02 CARS REQUIRE DEAL 1 TO
COMPLETE

£124.99

£124.99

£124.99

FEATURES RALLY TYRES

£124.99

£124.99

£134.99

£149.99

£124.99

£149.99

Prices in this leaflet were correct at time of going to press, and are subject to change without notice.

